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Biographies relating to the Taiping Rebellion

Primary Sources:


[Based on primary sources – accounts and entries of friends of Hong]


[Based on primary sources – western documents and articles on Taiping happenings]


[Based on primary sources - original writings by Taiping leaders]

Hong, Xiuquan. 洪秀全選集。 北京: 中化書局, 1976.

[Based on primary sources with documents and quotes]


[Based on primary sources – documents, articles, quotes]


[Based on primary source (58) – direct quote of Hong making a distinction between the Triads and Taipings]


[Based on primary sources - important writings of the Taiping leaders]

Secondary Sources:


[Based on secondary sources – full length biography]

[Based on secondary sources – life of Hong]


[Based on secondary source (9-13) Tien Wang and his “kings”]

[Based on secondary source (52-58) establishment of the Taiping Tianguo and failures]

[Based on secondary source (61-66) Hong’s establishment of the Heavenly Capital]


[Based on secondary sources – Hong’s accomplishments in Taiping Rebellion]


[Based on secondary sources – studies of Hong’s psyche as the Taiping leader]


[Based on secondary sources: “Problems Within Chinese Society” (73-80) – general biography of Hong’s life]


[Based on secondary sources (27-38) - full length biography of Hong and Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources (46-50) - general biography]

[Based on secondary sources: “The Taiping Rebellion, 1830-1864” (55-67, 71) – Hong’s relation to Hong Rengan and his reforms for Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources (130) - briefly talks about Hong’s death]


[Based on secondary sources of Hong’s life]


[Based on secondary sources – general introduction to Hong Xiuquan’s involvement in the Taiping]


[Based on secondary sources – biographical entry on Hong’s life]


[Based on secondary sources – full length scholarly article studying Hong’s vision]


[Secondary source (51-53) - full length, general biography]


[Based on secondary sources]


[Based on secondary sources]

Qin, Mu. 洪秀全. (秦牧著。北京: 生活。讀書。新知三聯書店, 1950.
[Based on secondary sources]


[Based on secondary sources - full length biography of Taiping rebellion and Hong’s role]


[Secondary sources based on studies of Hong’s life]


[Based on secondary sources (28-33) - general biography; Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources (11-30) - full-length biography; Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources (67-76) full length biography; Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources]


[Based on secondary sources - full length biography of Hong’s involvement in Taiping Rebellion]

[Based on secondary sources of Hong’s life – full length narrative]


[Based on secondary sources studying the psychological state of Hong during the Taiping Rebellion]

**Primary and Secondary Sources:**


[Based on secondary source (9-13) Tien Wang and his “kings”]

[Based on secondary source (52-58) establishment of the Taiping Tianguo and failures]

[Based on secondary source (61-66) Hong’s establishment of the Heavenly Capital]

[Primary source (173-176) Roberts discusses his encounter with Hong]


[Primary and secondary sources (21-25) Hong’s reign as Tien Wang]


[Based on secondary sources with a few primary sources such as direct quotes]


[Primary source, secondary sources (92-97) - found Taiping movement]

[Primary source (100) – journal entry describing Hong’s appearances and his appointment of the 4 kings]

[Primary source (104) - describes Hong’s fighting tactics]

[Primary source (112-113) - describes people’s fear of the Taipings; Catholic foreigners’ dissent of the Tien Wang]
[Secondary source (120-121) - describes the fall of the Taiping Tianguo]

[Primary source, secondary source (155-157) – account of the fall of Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources - biographical entry analyzing life and reign of Hong with a few primary sources such as newspaper articles]


[Based on Hong’s life with articles, quotes, and entries analyzing his leadership and role in the Taiping Tianguo]


[Based on secondary sources with a few quotes from primary sources]
Hong Xiuquan’s Religious Biographies

Secondary Sources:


[Based on secondary sources - general biography of Hong’s influence]


[Based on secondary sources: “Global Transformations: Asian Heavens” (441-446) – study of Hong’s alterations to Christianity]


[Based on secondary sources – study of Hong’s personal religious beliefs]


[Based on secondary sources: “Variations and Modifications of Christianity: A Chinese Deviation” (59-64) – Hong’s adaptation of Christianity]


[Based on secondary sources – new version, full length biography of the 1854 edition]


[Based on secondary sources]


[Based on secondary sources – religious connections in the Taiping rebellion]


Young, John D. *Confucianism and Christianity: The First Encounter*. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1983.
Scholarly Work: writings on other works on Hong Xiuquan

Secondary Sources:


[Based on secondary sources – discussion of Kuhn’s “Origins of the Taiping Vision” regarding Hong’s reforms in Jiangnan.]

Chinese University of Hong Kong Centre for Translation Projects. Renditions. Hong Kong: Centre for Translation Projects, Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1981.

[Scholarly articles based on secondary resources]


[Based on secondary sources – guide to scholarly work on Hong]


[Based on secondary sources – a scholarly review of texts on Hong]

Primary and Secondary Sources:


[Based on secondary and primary sources such as direct quotes and biographies (123-135) – Hong’s religious inspirations and its relation to Christianity]
Quick References to Hong

Primary Source:


[Based on primary sources – articles indirectly referencing Hong]

Secondary Sources:


[Based on secondary sources – indirect reference to the death of one of his ‘kings’]


[Reference to Hong’s death by poison (83)]


[Based on secondary sources (183-186) – indirect reference to Hong’s religious inspirations]


[Based on secondary sources]